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 Team Interior is a well known brand in the field of not just interior design but in

many other relevant business streams to serve with all requirements under one

roof. 

We are catering all over the Madhya Pradesh and other parts of the country

since 20+ years. We have provided timeless and fresh artistic set up to several

high scale residential and commercial projects. 

We are trusted to create the wonder in creative interior or designing furniture

by proficiently combining the space, material, lamps and colors. 

"EXCELLENCE IS NOT THE ACT, BUT OUR HABIT"

Introduction



 Achievements 
Winner of the National Architecture &
Interior Design Excellence Award 2022

 Let’s Design Something Great Together!
 

Most Promising & Creative Interior
Design Firm of the Year 2020 . 

Category:  Renovation Projects, Residential              
Projects & Commercial Projects. 

Category:  Residential Projects & Commercial
Projects. 



Furniture Factory Consultancy

 Industrial Project Consultancy
 

 Modular Kitchen
 

  Turnkey Interior Project

Interior Design Consultancy

Architecture Consultancy

Vastu Consultancy
 

 Modular Office Furniture
 



For Team Interior, interior designing is obsession not just the passion.

Our unique design gives amazing splash of colors and to the life of

course. We do special effort to remove challenges. It helps us to stand

out in the crowded market place. Our high end residential and

commercial projects are setting new trends in this field.

“Design is a journey of discovery”

Interior Design Consultancy



OUR USP:

Weather it is home design, commercial or
landscape design, we are adept in leveraging
the plot size in very creative way with
custom designs, high standards and quality.

·Timely handovers
·Quality 
·Custom & Unique Designs
·Open Communication
·Dedicated Team

Interior Design Consultancy 



“Architecture is about trying to make the world a little more like our dreams.”

Our talented team of architect shapes up the direction to adapt the

unique approach for each of our project. 

We blend our design with client’s requirement for seamless

integration of all the intended essentials. We execute projects in

different parts of the country. 

We are proud of our commitment on parameters like innovation,

quality, creativity and out of the box designs.

We cater to array of verticals in architecture, interior design across the

domains like high density residential, commercial, corporate,

hospitality, education or industrial.

Architecture Consultancy



Vastu Consultancy
 

“Purify Your Place”

We help you achieve your true potential and remove the negativities which causes imbalances in living or
working space. Those negative energies may create challenges in fitness or health or relationships. 
We follow scientific yet traditional ways of samkhya yoga in helping you unlocking of the your potential.

 We analyze your floor plan and align your
space with energetic and vibrant universe
through Vastu shastra, weather it is your
residential or commercial place. Office vastu
consultancy helps you in smooth functioning
of the business process flow.



Furniture makes a home special to live in. Team Interior is well

known for its inimitable and exceptional designs. 

We are involved in entire chain starting from design,

manufacturing, and supply till the sale of decorative and

functional items. Our platform eliminates the retailers and

decreases the product costing. We are setting the new trends in

durable and hybrid range of furniture. 

Furniture Factory
Consultancy
We help businesses to establish furniture factory

ranging from 10 lacs to any capacity. Our

consultancy helps businesses to establish their

brand in the market. Large variety of wooden

furniture can be covered with fine quality.

Wooden furniture is used for articles of daily use

in private house, business place, The advantages

of wooden furniture are undeniable. Combine a

piece of wood furniture to furniture made from

steel or glass and the natural beauty of the wood

will add warmth and character to any room.



Prefabricated shades are highly in demand on construction sites
or in the areas where temporary shades are required. These
shades are Kirby / everest made to cope up in all tough climatic
situations. We do machine sourcing to installation in your factory
of similar kind. We plan, implement and deliver the project timely
and promptly. We believe in customer satisfaction. 

 Industrial Project Consultancy
 



Kitchen is where your day starts and ends. Not a single day you can skip going into kitchen for food or gossiping. If I say Kitchen
is the heart of home that will not be an exaggeration. We are delighted to offer you best in class custom-made designs to fit
your wishes for Kitchen interiors. You can coordinate with us to make your kitchen according to your style, flavor and needs.
This includes modular kitchen design, execution, accessories, appliances, painting and civil work. 

We are responsible for designing and/or
implementation part of the kitchen décor.
From the making of modules and designs to
the installation of appliances like chimney etc,
we ensure that your modular kitchen interior
design is beautiful and functional at the same
time.

 Modular Kitchen
 

https://www.beautifulhomes.com/interior-design-services/modular-kitchen-interior-design.html


Having acquired insight for more than 2 decades in furniture
industry, we are pioneering in modular office furniture also.
Office spaces have different environment, that’s why we
create fine combination of physical ease and privacy with
furniture and accessories. Creativity, design and quality
allowed us to evolve as the industry leader in office furniture.

Weather it is office seating, chairs, educational furniture,
we are giving our 200% efforts to make it look like your
dream work place. This helps your staff also to give 100%
of their efforts in work. Their engagement and dedication
improves greatly.

 Modular Office Furniture
 



We deliver exclusive designs on time without
overshooting the budget and we are the one stop
solution for every interior related requirement. 

The wheel of change continues to spin. Just like fashion, trends in
interior also keeps changing due to enormous creativity. Interior
designing is about identity now. Choosing for integrated turnkey
solutions ensures a single point of contact for interiors, so, save the time
of dealing with multiple suppliers. 

We have completed turnkey interior projects with great precision and
experience. Our experience and quality of products used are add-on to
the place. 

  Turnkey Interior Project
 
 



Testimonials 

- MS Ashish

- Sourab Sethi

I should appreciate the level of expertise Mr. Mustafa puts in your projects. Let it be color, design or
budget he won't let you down. Being a veteran of the trade, I can always count on him for any
designing project. Time is money and Team Interior knows and takes care of it very well. Good luck
and keep up the good work.  

For more reviews, click here! 

Last year, I got a recommendation to use Team Interior from one of my relative. My family and I wanted to
make our new house's kitchen interior design unique and elegant. We also had a challenge that we have less
clue as to what sort of material or design combination we should go for. Mr. Modi our main designer and
their team were very helpful in coming up with good designs and material to fulfil our requirements. Team
Interior team helped us to make and install our modular kitchen successfully and did a fabulous job with
their design sense. Team Interior were beyond patient with us and came up with such great ideas for us that
we never would've come up. We are looking forward to doing more work with Team Interior on the rest of
our house. Great job guys!”

shorturl.at/mRS45

http://shorturl.at/mRS45


M F Modi
Director- Design & Interior Project

team4interior@gmail.com
95229-53786

www.team4interior.com
 

Kunwarji Traders 
123, Labriya Bheru, GNT Market, Dhar Road,

 Indore, M.P, 452002
 

Contact Details 


